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The People, its Will and its Best
The Music Policy of the

Finnish Broadcasting Company in the 1950’s1

RAIMO SALOKANGAS
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ing Company, Yleisradio (henceforth mos
ly referred to as the YLE, although that a
breviation was not used in the 1950’s
went through a profound change in th
early 1960’s. Pressures from the surroun
ing reality, together with expanding techn
cal opportunities, jointly conducted the d
velopment to an essential increase of lig
music. On the symbolic level it signifie
the defeat of ”symphony” to ”jazz”, which
words had become name tags for ”seriou
and ”light” music. In concrete fact ther
was only a relative change in music supp
Classical music did not decrease but incr
sed – but the supply of light music incre
sed more.

The music supply of the YLE was lik
the front soldier’s food portion in Väinö
Linna’s novel The Unknown Soldier: The
essential was not that somebody cou
prove by figures on paper that theoretica
you could not be hungry/want more ente
tainment, if the soldier’s stomach/the list
ner’s ears told that there was miserably li
le of the yearned delicacy.

In the Finnish Broadcasting Compan
as in many other radio companies of t
same sort, there was a long battle betwe
the propriety conventions of the culture
middle class or elite – and the general pu
lic’s (or perhaps one could say the crowd
improper tendency to like ”trash”.
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ly well acquainted with the radio’s ligh
programmes”, the YLE programme meetin
wondered in 1951.2 It was not for the cultu-
red and educated class to be familiar w
the entertainment favoured by the man 
the street.

It was most often the YLE’s musi
policy that made citizens grab their pens
typewriters. If their message took a mo
colourful shape, the letter often was sign
by ”one for many” or the like. More moder
ate contentions usually bore the autho
signature or at least his or her radio licen
number. The radio send too much ”sym
phony” and too little ”popular” music, es
pecially Finnish language hit songs, w
the usual complaint.

Programme Director Jussi Koskiluom
who cherished public service radio’s trad
tional educational spirit, in Autumn 194
replied to two men from Pori that there a
tually was 20-30 minutes of ”popular danc
music programme” every Saturday befo
the evening news, and that as often as ev
single week there was a quarter of an ho
of swing music. But ”the question of dome
stic hit songs is a difficult one, as that kin
of music is rather inferior and cheap. W
are trying to keep that sort of music in o
programmes and choose the best of it.” O
of the methods for searching quality was
arrange a competition between ten ”be
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hit writers and let the listeners vote the
winner.3

The programme meeting marvelled 
the result and deeply shocked uttered 
contempt for popular culture: ”OOH YES
LISTEN TO THAT! THAAAT’S THE
WAY! OH DEAR!” A miserable presenta
tion, the writer and Chief of Radio Theat
condemned. Were they really compositio
made by ten different persons, no sing
personal nuance in any of them, the Ch
Engineer analyzed. You do not understa
the mentality of the Finnish people, w
have not received one single letter to cri
size the programme, the Chief of Mus
Section replied.4 What can you do when
people don’t show good judgement, w
left between the lines.

The entertainment editor Antero Alpol
estimated Programme Director Koskiluom
to be a personality in the arts, for whom e
tertainment meant nothing and who w
most entertained by the Radio Sympho
Orchestra.5 The letter writing public, how-
ever, often was of the opinion that in th
programmes of the Finnish Broadcasti
Company one should sing Finnish hit son
and folk tunes and not too much rhyth
music in foreign languages.

”There is no need whatsoever for hor
ble modern jazz and other noise, it 
atonal, drum beating of madmen”, a li
tener voiced his opinion. ”When one pu
the radio on, what is one obliged to hea
knocking, whoopping, kicking, knacking
sort of negro whining without an end”, 
mother complained, being concerned f
the children’s ear for music. ”No ear spli
ting negro music and nothing too difficul
but mediocre”, a ”many ordinary listeners
wrote.6 ”Negro jazz” and the blonde Nordi
accordion player were an impossible com
bination to even think of outside the circ
2
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of musicians. But only a few years later th
mop topped youth musician inherited th
role of the yelling screamer.

For Jussi Koskiluoma the domestic h
songs were miserable, and foreign no
classical music alien. As the radio in Wint
1951 broadcast The Nordic Radio Ball, the
Programme Director heard ”the same m
dern howling in all countries”. He wante
to know what the quality was in Finlan
compared to the other Nordic countrie
The Chief of Music Section was obliged 
refer to secondary sources: ”They say” th
it was lower. Thank God, he continued, b
cause he disliked the ”American” style th
had become popular in Sweden. Later 
Autumn Koskiluoma happened to he
”horrible jazz” in a play for the youth. The
liked it, the editor objected. Further Kosk
luoma was horror stricken when listenin
to A Summer Bunch of Tunes on a Sunday
morning: ”They were playing records lik
the ones in the Lumberjack Radio. A polic
to play light music is all right, but there is
limit.” 7

After a sports quiz for the youth in 195
Koskiluoma was astonished once more: 
seemed a bit strange that the questions w
about American jazz. Do they recogniz
such things?” The Swedish language c
league confirmed that they did know th
music, as well as he did the time Koskilu
ma failed to understand the name of t
jazz programme Disc Jockey Jump. Those
who listen, understand, the Swedish la
guage Programme Director Ragnar Öland
explained.8

If we only had just once a week an ho
of hit songs and they would not all the tim
play foreign art music, a school boy su
gested. Those who ”in their elegance ca
not listen to hit songs, may then turn o
their receivers and sink into their self-sat
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faction”, he formulated a not so uncommo
impression of those who listened to clas
cal music.9

Occasionally even friends of classic
music protested. Changes in the pr
gramme schedule in Autumn 1949 pr
voked a composer and music journalist
criticize the YLE in a newspaper, and Ko
skiluoma rushed to emphasize how ”it 
our unhappy lot here in the radio to seek
kind of a median strip between differe
wishes”. To a Swedish speaking Barone
he offered a detailed explanation of the re
sons that prevented the radio from broa
casting symphony concerts via all statio
in the best listening hours. And to his frien
the Bishop of Tampere Diocese, who h
indicated a wish for more ”elevating” mu
sic in the evening broadcast, Koskiluom
revealed in 1955 that ”we already have 
much serious music in our programme th
we are close to a listeners’ rebellion”.10

Art music had to be protected again
these rebels and at the same time repel t
demands that the radio should play ”ba
music, that is domestic hit songs.

A lady from Karkkila received a reply
from the Programme Director...

... that decent Finnish records simply do

not exist. The Radio’s record archives has

every single recording of Finnish music.

However, we do not want to play the worst

material, as it ruins our listeners’ musical

taste. Of this material we say that by qua-

lity it is ”in the yard of the shoemaker’s

daughter”, according to the known hit

song of this sort.11

A man from Savukoski was instructed b
Koskiluoma:

What comes to – as you think – playing

too much symphonies, one must note that

many listeners stick a symphony label on

all music that is new and sounds unfa-

miliar. And generally the very word
3
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symphony seems to upset some. Let us

notice, however, that symphonic music

contains much that has acquired popu-

larity not different from that of hit songs.12

The Programme Guide interviewed a ca
penter from Ylistaro who had an opinion 
his own:

It is said that one learns to understand

symphonies if one stubbornly listens to

them for ten years. Maybe I have not had

enough guts as I have not in twenty years

learned to digest that kind of music.13

The remark on ”symphony” being a gener
label for classical music was correct. In t
same manner ”jazz” had become a rath
wide general concept for such outlandi
rhythm music that the user of the label n
ther understood nor accepted.

The YLE Record Department had th
whole Finnish recording stock, Kosk
luoma emphasized. In 1949 the YLE h
about 7000 records, while in Sweden t
Radiotjänst already owned 60 000. In 19
the number of records at the YLE ha
grown up to 14 000. The Chief of the D
partment remarked in an interview that ne
records were purchased as far as there w
means and to the extent the foreign c
rency regulation permitted. He said that t
records were used with consideration a
that the radio had been able to favour hi
class music in the request programmes.14

Defending the YLE against a verbal a
tack of a listener, Koskiluoma said that th
could not use all Finnish records becau
even light music had to fulfill certain ”rea
sonable” quality demands. He let cou
how many times certain good enough 
songs had been played on the radio 
1954. The result was that such popular a
ists as Tapio Rautavaara, Eero Väre, Er
Junkkarinen, The Skipper Quartet, Ola
Virta and Henry Theel had had 34-54 run
In other words, a performance by Hen
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Theel had been heard on the radio appro
mately once a week and one by Erkki Jun
karinen in two weeks out of three. The Pr
gramme Director felt that this was quite
lot.15 The listener may have disagreed.

In the first half of the 1950’s the record
purchased by the YLE were chosen by
committee which primarily consisted o
representants of the Record Departm
and the Music Department and in which t
opinion of the serious music people we
ghed most. According to the entertainme
editor Antero Alpola who himself use
light music in his programmes, it was th
Chief of Music Department that usuall
was the first to make a statement on t
record played, and the others accompani
In the late fifties Alpola was a permane
member of the committee, representing t
entertainment, and even experts from o
side the YLE were accepted. Records we
given one to ten points, and they had to 
a certain score in order to be purchas
The score also was decisive as to in wh
context the record could be played. Wi
low points it could be played only as a r
quest, not by editorial initiative. It was du
to the dominance of art music in the com
mittee that minimal points were given to
number of hit records that in retrospe
were of importance. This situation wa
changed only in the era of the Melody R
dio from 1963 on.16

The programme Saturday’s Request
(which is still running) was a miniature mo
del of the YLE’s music policy. The pro
gramme started with lighter classical mus
from Für Elise to The Moonlight Sonata
and from The Swan Lake to The Pearl-
fishers. Then the music changed int
smooth entertainment from Strauss’ wa
zes to Mantovani’s Strings. But only th
last 10-15 minutes of the request hour ma
even the youth to move to the receiver, b
cause that was one of the week’s few o
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portunities to hear some of the hit favou
ites of the day.

The core of the transition was reveal
by the correspondence between Program
Director Koskiluoma and a vice notary an
a more mature restaurant musician fro
Turku in the early 1960’s.17 The vice notary
had become agitated by some music t
had been played at noon in the light curre
affairs programme What One Should Know
Today (later The Tray of the Day):

Is it really so that such garbage and

inferior surrogate music must be promo-

ted by the enormous advertising power of

the radio, and thus lower the level of our

more simple population’s musical taste,

which, already as it is, has been spoiled

by hit songs and noisy rock to the extent

that the said lower people nomore

recognises as music nothing else but hit

songs and shaky dancing, jazz included,

especially in the form that one most often

must hear it on the radio – improvising in

rock and roll rhythm.

Is the musical culture of our people and o
youth elevated by presentations of dome
tic ”female whiners” or by praising Louis
Armstrong who ”bellows like a swine in 
slaughterhouse”, the vice notary asked. 
admitted that the YLE ”was obliged also 
be an entertainment factory”, but require
that ”the quality of entertainment program
mes does not harm or endanger the rad
aspirations to reach its cultural purposes

Koskiluoma defended the entertainme
editors who ”were obliged” to deal with
light programmes and light music. ”Bu
that does not happen without control, war
ings in advance and reproaches aft
wards”, he pointed out. Even dubious m
sic had its fans and they could not be tota
neglected.

Partly because of his son’s jazz hob
Koskiluoma had in ten years time started
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accept genres of music in a bit broad
scale. He allowed jazz to be included in t
musical basic education by referring 
negro spirituals that he knew to be the ro
of Armstrong’s music – and Caribbean fo
music made familiar by Harry Belafonte
He had also been influenced by the so
piano teacher’s advice to play and listen
Bach in order to understand jazz.

The Programme Director had the mo
severe troubles with Finnish hit lyrics – fo
eign ones were more tolerable to him, pro
ably because their similar banality did n
sound so bad as the language was al
Anyway, Koskiluoma was confident that b
being selective with domestic hits the YL
raised their standard: ”the manufacture
know that any trash does not get through

In the Programme Director’s mind th
YLE still had the teacher’s role, one whic
legitimized even the entertaining materia
and the whole YLE in the end:

Maybe the YLE after all can be regarded

as a promotor of musical culture. By

broadcasting light music with some selec-

tivity the radio can make the youth listen

to even other kind of music and make pro-

gress. If the radio totally turns its back to

the musical taste of the crowd, the crowd

may turn its back to the radio and the ra-

dio might lose its chances to spread bet-

ter music.

If Koskiluoma’s concessions were a part 
the Teacher-YLE’s defence strategy in
changing environment, his interlocutor f
nally yielded not to objectivise his ow
ways and means of thinking and admitt
that there were differences between gene
tions:

Maybe at my age, as a long time admirer

of beautiful and romantic music, I cannot

change my opinions to fit the modern

trends, and that very thing is a clear piece
5
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of evidence on the power that influences

have upon us. Therefore, is there any rea-

son to wonder why the modern youth has

fallen for jazz. They are living the age of

jazz in the current of mass opinion.

The battle for the YLE’s music policy wa
basically a battle between different cultur
domains. It was a battle about the crite
and right to define the good and the acce
able. The YLE was naturally only one o
the fronts, but as an evening pastime it w
in close contact with the cinema (for exam
ple popular Finnish ”bush comedies”) an
entertainments and amusements and dan
in Youth Society Houses and Labour Hal
Mutatis mutandis the same battle went 
in the Arts sections of newspapers18.

When in the film Hei rillumarei (the ma-
nuscript of which was by Reino Helisma
one of the figureheads of Finnish ”tras
culture”) the stage and film comedian an
musician Esa Pakarinen was dressed in t
coat and made to attend a concert in 
”conserve eatery” to mock ”culture”, it wa
the YLE that was mocked as well, becau
even the radio was an institution where t
more conscious vanguard believed tha
knew ”the people’s” well better than ”th
people” itself.

In Summer 1958 the pirate station Rad
Mercur went on the air in Öresund Stra
that separates the Danish Zealand fr
southern Sweden, sending to a potential 
dience of more than two million listener
In Spring 1961 another pirate, Radio Nor
laid anchor in the Baltic Sea just outsid
Swedish territorial waters as close to Stoc
holm as possible. Its signal could be caug
also in western and southern Finland.

The maintenance of the pirate shi
from the continent was prevented by ne
legislation, and the stations had to 
closed down. But the broadcasting comp
nies of Sweden and Finland got a rema
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der of things not being as they used to be
With their light music and new touch o
programming the pirate stations had be
liked by the listeners. In Sweden the m
nopoly radio filled its daytime pauses wit
light music and entertainment and later 
set up a third channel, P3.

The actions of the Swedish Radio we
observed at the YLE. The YLE Chief Eng
neer Paavo Arni visited Stockholm i
Spring 1961 and reported that Radio No
had a good touch and that the public broa
casting companies had made severe err
The pirate came close to people, it h
found ”a type of reporter and announc
that does not sound like making a speech
an audience in the Fair Ground but talkin
to a single person or a small family”. Arn
deliberated upon the question of th
Scandinavian broadcasting model bei
potentially undemocratic: ”The audience 
stuffed with ready made programmes, a
no choice is left.” On the one hand the pr
gramme makers might think that a ligh
parallel programme would ruin ”the cu
tural efforts” by tempting the audience 
leave the ”nobler” programmes. Arni him
self did not believe that ”a light programm
of our own would be the very evil to lead u
from all good and educational”.19

Scrutinies were made on the financin
of extended programming, with advertisin
as a seriously considered alternative. At o
phase discussions took place between 
YLE and its commercial tenant, Mainos
TV, on the possibilily that the latter woul
take care of programme slots financed 
advertising also in the radio the same way
already did in television.

For different reasons, the most impo
tant of which probably is connected wit
the fates of the State Broadcasting Comm
tee and the proposal for a new Broadcast
Act in a situation when the Parliament w
6
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dissolved, plans of commercial rad
broadcasts had to be pushed aside. Bu
May 2nd, 1963 at six o’clock in the morn
ing the listeners could witness the result
what was left of the plans for a commerc
radio channel: the Melody Radio – witho
advertisements. It filled the former daytim
pauses with light music and easy talk; no
the radio programme was started at 
o’clock in the morning and closed at mid
night. With the launch of the Melody radio
the 1950’s music policy of the Finnis
Broadcasting Company came to an end.

In Sweden it has been suggested tha
the radio started its parallel channel 
1955, the Melody Radio put an end in th
country to the idealistic/paternalistic broa
casting ideology that was the basis for t
dominant All-European public service
idea.20 The Swedish radio was dominate
by a spirit of popular education with roo
in the popular movements that made t
owners of the broadcasting company. B
in the 1950’s the old spirit was challenge
by a growing professionalism in radio jou
nalism.21

In the case of Finland I suggest that t
spirit of the radio in the 1950’s was dete
mined by representants of a ”culture
middle class”. This interpretation seems 
fit even Sweden, although differing in th
nuance that in that country the pro popu
education Social Democracy had a strong
position than in Finland.

In the case of Britain and the BBC, D.L
LeMahieu has formulated the same ba
idea this way:

In its early years, the BBC broadcast a

flattering version of middle-class culture

that quickly transformed a new technology

into an agent of enlightenment and social

respectability. Yet middle-class cultural

paternalism, like its aristocratic ante-
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itself from the groups it sought to control

and claimed to serve.22

In Britain, already in the 1930’s, the publ
started to listen to continental radio statio
such as Radio Luxembourg, which offere
light programmes in English for Englis
listeners. The BBC was obliged to try an
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make itself more tempting for the part 
the population (primarily working class
that listened to continental radio station
”The BBC, committed to uplifting tastes
provided listeners with information and e
tertainment that assured the Corporati
would not dwell self-righteously on th
margins of British life”, LeMahieu writes.23
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